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Hare Popeye

Venue West Horsley

OnOn William IV
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backside, and questionable
public access side, of
Hatchlands we went.

Having crossed great
swathes of recently opened
up parkland, heard “the first
Cuckoo of spring”, solved an
extremely simple but ages to
find check and dallied
continuously with semi-
private paths we arrive at the
sleepy hamlet of East
Clandon, of Domesday fame.

The “left-hander / right-
hander debate” was fuelled
by sightings of a flour arrow,
seen on the run-start
approaches near West
Horsley – going from North
to South – AAAAgh that’s a
right hander and miles away”!
No it isn’t, its another spoof!
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The solution is called, and
South we go, and up hill we
go, to great Gurney moans of
“why south when there is all
this fantastic country this side
of the road?” How wrong he
was, no change there then,
and some great country,
views, new tracks and pretty
dwellings were exposed to the
surprisingly together pack.
About here the groans of
“where is this bloody beer
stop?” moans started from
Bodyshop, but he still had a
way to go yet!

The summit, so to speak,
was a row of strangely new
and ugly looking houses
announcing “The Garden is
Open”. The “surprisingly
together pack” was in fact a

With a special start, leading
to a spoof “On IN” message,
for FRB to find – where was
he? Some unkind people (me
for instance), on hearing of
sightings of the estimable
stand-in assistant OnSec
some way along the A246 near
a laybye, assumed he must
have misunderstood his own
publishing of the directions
and gone the wrong start! No
further information or indeed
sightings! So the spoof start
reversed and off towards
Guildford we went on serious
blacktop, but not for long, for
not long after an
outstandingly stupid check
beside the road, some very
well hidden and long time lost
path was found and into the

bit behind the new FRBing
duo of Stilton and Russell
Sprout. J Arthur eventually
deigned to echo the distant
calling when he too found the
flour. Soon we were
negotiating either the steep
slippy sides of the “hidden
valley” or the ankle breaky
“Bunny Building Site” on the
right hand edge. The distant
sound of “cap-gun” fire
became the close sound of
“party-popper ambush” as
Popeye pulled the strings on
his elaborate welcome – what
is he like?!

Of course this was the
announcement of arrival at the
“Beer stop” – well Gin and
Tonic, ice and lemon, peanuts
and lager stop, all in a lovely

little boat complete with
skeletal parasol – plus one of
Gibber’s famously purloined
Wedding Anniversary Ales -
phew and I nearly drank it!

On arriving at the “boat
café”, said new RA was asked
what on earth was he doing
there? Didn’t he know RAs
were conspicuous by their
absence, that was why we had
selected him! Despite this, out
came the notebook “Wot is
yot name?” “Don’t tell him
Popeye!”

Well a few of us managed to
drag the stop out to a
completely empty bucket of
Gin and then wobble off to a
mercifully short On-In – real!

Back at t’bucket, her
GMness, nursing broken meta-

tarcel (how topical!),  was
getting ready to orate on the
run. Hasty information on
how long, hard and wet it was,
not to mention the run and
drink stop, was kindly
supplied by Yours Truly into
the shell like. Gibber, having
at last been elevated to the
mis-management, was
promised an easy first ride as
new RA and we heard how
Russell Seedling (as in
offspring of  Russell Sprout)
had very nearly captured a
“my little” pony to return on,
Grabarse had trampled crops,
Desperate Dan parked his gas
guzzler in 3 parking bays, and
SBJ was sort of taking in
washing in reverse!
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Popeye reveals Hatchlands and
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1622 14-May Tosser Elstead Tequil'over

1623 21-May Swish &  ? Ashtead?

1624 28-May Bob the Slob Belchingly

1625 04-Jun

1626 11-Jun Dissa?

1627 18-Jun Spingo Reigate heath

1628 25-Jun

Run 1621

Date 7-May-2006

Hare Ear Trumpet / Strumpet
120 years of Hashing!

Venue Friday Street

On On Abinger Hatch

SSA New: 155F8

OS TQ126457

Scribe Tequil’over
Directions:

Take A25 West from Dorking. 0.5 mile after the Wotton Hatch
Pub, turn left into Hollow Lane s.p Abinger Common, Friday
Street and Leith Hill. After 1.3 miles turn sharp left s.p. Friday
Street. Car Park is 0.4 mile on the right.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

Wales, Wales
bloody great fish in the sea.

Liz and Andrew “MFI” Maclean, (Current, though
"country", Surrey hashers) have invited the Surrey Hash
to join them in Sennybridge, Brecon, Wales in the
Brecon National Park.

Dates: weekend of Fri June 9th - Sun11th to include
hashing, walking, eating and drinking.

Sennybridge is on the edge of the Brecon National Park,
an estimated 3 hours drive and 175 miles from Surrey!
far enough?

See attached flyer .. interested? contact:
G & T on  01372 373856 (h) or highfieldone@onetel.co

Kingswood Village Club
SAT 6 MAY             JAMES DEE

SAT 13 MAY           PHEONIX BAND

Mon 15th May        Roy Valenti Big Band

SAT 20 MAY           RHYAMIC

SAT 3 JUNE             ROY AND DENISE DUO

SAT 10 JUNE           NIKKI ASTON

Entertainment £4 for non members

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN ADVANCE BEHIND THE BAR

TWO BARS/FUNCTION ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE
HIRE:

01737 832082


